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Abstract

This paper introduces a new approach to detect defects cataloged as dings and dents on

car body surfaces, which is currently one of the most important issues facing quality

control in the automotive industry. Using well-known optical flow algorithms and the

deflectometry principle, the method proposed in this work is able to detect all kind of

anomalies on specular surfaces. Hence, our method consists of two main steps: first, in

the pre-processing step, light patterns projected on the body surface sweep uniformly

the area of inspection, whilst a new image fusion law, based on optical flow, is used

to obtain a resulting fused image holding the information of all variations suffered by

the projected patterns during the sweeping process, indicating the presence of anoma-

lies; second, a new post-processing step is proposed that avoids the need of using

pre-computed reference backgrounds in order to differentiate defects from other body

features such as style-lines. To that end, the image background of the resulting fused

image is estimated in the first place through a method based on blurring the image ac-

cording to the direction of each pixel. Afterwards, the estimated image background is

used in a new subtraction law through which defects are well differentiated from other

surface deformations, allowing the detection of defects in the entire illuminated area.

In addition, since our approach, together with the system used, computes defects in less

than 15 seconds, it satisfies the assembly plants time requirements. Experimental re-

sults presented in this paper are obtained from the industrial automatic quality control

system QEyeTunnel employed in the production line at the Mercedes-Benz factory in
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Vitoria, Spain. A complete analysis of the algorithm performance will be shown here,

together with several tests proving the robustness and reliability of our proposal.

Keywords: Deflectometry, Optical Flow, Image fusion, Specular surfaces, Painted

surfaces, Car Body inspection.

1. Introduction

Quality control in the automotive industry is one of the most important processes

in manufacturing an automobile. The majority of the component parts that go into the

automobile are produced at other sites. Outside parts vendors subject their component

parts to rigorous testing and inspection audits to accomplish the quality standards of

automobile manufacturers. Hence, the assembly plants can anticipate that the products

arriving at their receiving docks are free from defects. Once the component parts of

the car begin to be assembled at the automotive factory, quality audit stations in the

assembly plants keep track of vital information concerning the integrity of various

functional components of the vehicle.

One of the strictest of these quality auditions is the one located just after the paint-

ing process station. The reason is that the result of the painting process must meet the

quality standards demanded by potential customers of the automobile company. For

most of the brands, quality auditions after the painting process are carried out using

manual detection and subjective evaluation by experts, known as check-men (shown

in Fig. 1). In Fig. 2, some examples of defects that these experts face every day are

shown. All of them are cataloged as critical, which means that check-men must ensure

that none of them remain unrepaired. Notice the difficulty of determining the existence

of defects in the examples shown. In fact, we need to rely on the deformation that a

pattern of light projected on the surface suffers with the presence of an anomaly. This

is known as deflectometry principle in the fields of optics and computer vision [1, 2, 3].

To accomplish the inspection task, quality audit stations after the painting process

are provided by proper illumination that allows check-men to make use of the deflec-

tometry principle (i.e., side, top and floor light bars put through along the station in
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Figure 1: Check-men working on a production line, inspecting car body parts following the painting stage

(image courtesy of Mercedes Benz España S.A.U., Vitoria Plant).

(a) Ding (⌀3mm) (b) Sanding scratch (critical) (c) Dent (⌀2mm)

(d) Ding (⌀1.5mm) (e) Sanding scratch (critical) (f) 2 Dents (⌀50mm, ⌀200mm)

Figure 2: Defects in painted car body surfaces detected by Mercedes-Benz quality control experts (courtesy

of Mercedes Benz España S.A.U., Vitoria Plant).
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Fig. 1). Using this methodology, most of the current automobile companies can guar-

antee the following quality standards: detection and repairmen of small defects less

than ⌀1mm and of up to ⌀0.2mm (e.g., dirt, orange peal or pinholes); detection and

repairmen of all defects cataloged as dings and dents (e.g., scratches, drop drains and

all kind of surface deformations grater than ⌀1mm).

There are some issues regarding to the current manual inspection process: first,

the difference in evaluation criteria applied by check-men across the board, second,

the difference in the evaluation criteria applied on an individual basis by check-men

on any one day, and third, the restriction in the time check-men have to carry out the

entire inspection (i.e., 30 seconds/body in case of passenger cars). These issues make

it impossible to guarantee the same minimum quality standard for all vehicles given

that the process is affected by human errors and, as a consequence, product quality

managers in the automotive industry are still looking for a systematic solution.

The present work deals with the detection of defects cataloged as dings and dents.

Let us turn our attention to existing research. For instance, in [4, 5] the authors present

a technique to extract unwanted deformations on automotive body parts from a high

resolution 3D mesh and to gather them based on their proximity and similarity using

a single octree structure. The consistency of the approach using lower levels of res-

olution is not specified nor the computational cost of the method. Other different ap-

proach is the one presented in [6], where the detection is performed on sheet metal

parts using deflectometry techniques in the infrared range. The method consists of

projecting a known light pattern over the sheet surface, which projection is then cap-

tured by a thermo-camera. Afterwards, a Fourier-transform method is used to analyze

the image and detect the defects. As the authors manifest, this approach is appropri-

ate for the detection of defects on large, smooth specular reflecting objects. However,

this paper does not detail the computational cost of the algorithm nor any prove of the

performance using real car body parts. In addition, there is a trend in designing car

models to highlight all the style-lines, making them sharper. This fact greatly reduces

the detection area of these approaches.

It is possible to find approaches addressing the problem of defect detection on spec-

ular surfaces used in other fields. An example of this is found in the ceramic industry,
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where the automatic detection of defects on painted tiles is being studied for the last

decade. For instance, [7] proposed a low-cost system based on smart cameras to detect

seeds defects. The approach is based on the fact that seeds defects can be modeled with

a Gaussian model. This is hardly applicable to the automotive industry since defects

of the same typology can vary in shape and size as it is shown in Fig. 2. Other in-

teresting approach is the one presented in [8], whose authors made use of morphology

techniques, such as well known edge detectors Sobel and Canny [9], to detect scratches

on painted tiles. This work, however, does not detail how the noise affects to the per-

formance of their method. The effect of noise is one aspect that must be considered

when facing the problem of defect detection on car bodies. The amount of noise can

differ considerably from one assembly plant to another, depending on several factors

such as environmental light contamination, material properties of the sheet, paint used,

the painting process itself, among others [10]. In addition to the commented issues, and

contrary to what happens in car bodies surfaces, ceramic tiles are flat surfaces, which

simplifies considerably the problem of detecting anomalies.

Other example is found in the plastic industry. Thus, [11] presented an approach

based on local binary pattern operator together with the bidirectional reflectance distri-

bution function in order to detect various surface defects and estimate their visibility.

As it is pointed by authors, the presented algorithm needs to acquire data from different

illumination angles. The comparison of the resulting intensity image with reference

patterns allows the detection of defects. The approach is validated only with two flat

surfaces without indicating which is the effect in terms of false positives or bad de-

tections produced when there are position errors. Note that, in all systems based on

the deflectometry principle, the relative pose between camera, surface and light can be

different from one inspection to another. These positioning errors introduce intensity

variations at pixel level between the reference patterns and each inspection. These dif-

ferences are magnified even more with concave and convex surfaces such as those of

car bodies, which can cause either false positives or loss of the detection quality.

Despite the commented research approaches and laboratory setups, automatic in-

dustrial inspection systems have been currently developed. For instance, [12] and [13]

sell two similar systems, which use industrial robots, cameras and deflectometry tech-
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niques to detect, among other kind of defects, some of the cataloged as dings and dents.

The goal is to cover as much area as possible approaching the vision and illumination

pattern system to the body surface, but it is not clear and well explained the details

of the detection algorithms. In this sense, the non-inspected area can be reduced and

the system could cover much more area rather other similar systems such as [10, 14].

The main problem of [12] is the cycle time restriction of the assembly plants. On the

contrary, the systems developed in [10, 14] fulfill the requirements of the production

lines in terms of cycle time and inspection quality for small defects. However, dings

and dents are out of their detection capabilities.

In addition, some patents such as [15, 16, 17], can be found, proposing systems

for the inspection and detection of defects on specular surfaces, none of which clarify

or indicate how to overcome the problems of detecting dings and dents on painted car

bodies.

Therefore, the aim of this work is to present a feasible industrial method for detect-

ing defects cataloged as dings and dents on painted car bodies regardless their shape

and structure (whether the paint is broken or the anomaly is big and smooth). Contrary

to current approaches, which rely on intensity maps [10, 14, 12, 6], light pattern com-

parisons in the frequency domain [18], or 3D reconstructions [5], the proposed method

yields in the sudden changes of velocity that a ray sweeping the surface suffers with the

presence of an anomaly. This is carried out by using well-known image flow methods

[19] and the deflectometry principle.

Hence, our method consists of two main steps: first, in the pre-processing step, light

patterns projected on the body surface sweep uniformly the area of inspection, whilst

a new image fusion law is used to obtain a resulting fused image holding the informa-

tion of all velocities variations suffered by the projected patterns during the sweeping

process, indicating the presence of anomalies; second, a new post-processing step is

proposed which avoids the need of using pre-computed reference backgrounds to be

able to differentiate defects from other body features. To that end, the background of

the resulting fused image is estimated, in the first place, through a method based on

blurring the image according to the direction of each pixel. Afterwards, the estimated

background is used in a new subtraction law through which defects are well differenti-
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ated from other surface deformations such as style lines, so the detection is performed

in the entire illuminated area. Note that, contrary to most of current approaches, our

method eliminates the need of using pre-computed backgrounds, avoiding miss match-

ing problems that can produce false detections, and thus, increases the reliability of the

detection. In addition, since our approach, together with the system used, computes de-

fects in less than 15 seconds, it satisfies assembly plants time production requirements.

Experimental results are obtained from the QEyeTunnel industrial automatic con-

trol quality system employed in the production line at the Mercedes-Benz factory in

Vitoria, Spain. The paper describes briefly both the hardware and software architec-

tures of this system, focusing on the industrial vision system in which the algorithm

has been implemented. We provide the computational cost of our algorithm when it is

implemented in a dedicated vision system in both CPU and GPU platforms. We also

provide examples of the detection performance and analyze its robustness and reliabil-

ity by carrying out several tests.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, the present work objectives and

assumptions are outlined. Then, in Sec.3, the deflectometry, image fusion and optical

flow techniques are briefly described. Afterwards, the proposed approach is explained

in detail in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 explains the experimental industrial setup together with

all tests and results, complete with comments. Sec. 6 discusses some details of our

proposal where improvement is possible. Finally, conclusions are provided in Sec. 7.

2. Objectives and assumptions

a) Objectives:

– Detection of defects cataloged as dings and dents (i.e., scratches, drop

drains and all kind of surface deformations grater than ⌀1mm).

– Avoid the use of precomputed image background references.

– Detection in the entire illuminated area (i.e., in style lines).

– Accomplish with the assembly plants of passenger cars time production

requirements (i.e., 30 seconds).
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b) Assumptions:

– Use of gray scale cameras and light in the visible spectrum.

– The cameras are positioned and calibrated for technically accomplish with

most automobile manufacturing standards.

– The inspected area is well illuminated.

– The illumination is based on projecting regular patterns sweeping the sur-

face.

3. Materials and Methods

This section briefly reviews previous well-known results from literature that will

be subsequently used by the detection method proposed in this paper: deflectometry

principle, image fusion and Lucas-Kanade optical flow.

3.1. Deflectometry principle

This technique has proven to be a reliable and accurate approach to accomplish the

task of detecting defects on car body surfaces [20]. In fact, this is what check-men

do nowadays in manual inspections using their own eyes, analyzing the reflections

reflected on the car body and looking for deformations. In the same way, as in the case

with projection techniques, deflectometry is based on the projection of structured light

patterns over a surface. When a triangulation method like fringe projection is used, the

camera is focused on the surface onto which a light pattern is projected. Thus, when a

deformation (i.e. ding or dent) appears, the light rays are deviated, producing a sudden

change in the shape of the pattern, as shown in Fig. 3.

To the best of the authors knowledge, all current industrial inspection systems are

based on this technique[10, 12, 21], as well as most of current research works in the

literature. The main reason is that, by using the deflectometry principle followed by

enhancement techniques, as the one proposed in this paper, it is possible to detect

the majority of defects appeared in car body surfaces, independently their nature, and

providing thus global solutions and feasible automatic industrial detection systems.
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(a) Deformation of the projected pattern due to surface defects.

(b) Light behavior in two different frames when a dent is present.

Figure 3: Defectrometry based approach.

Indeed, and as it is commented in the Introduction section, we humans rely also on this

principle to be able to notice any anomaly in these kind of surfaces. Said this, Fig. 4

shows two examples of raw images obtained by two different industrial systems that

base the detection in the deflectometry principle.

3.2. Image fusion technique

The goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary multi-sensor, multi-temporal

and/or multi-view information into one new image containing information about the

quality of which cannot be achieved otherwise [22]. In this paper, the term refers the

process in which several images acquired by one single camera at different instants of

time (k = 0, δ, 2δ, ..., being δ the camera’s frame rate) are merged forming a new image

(coined as fusion image), enhancing the interesting information for defect detection.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Raw images from DIP system (courtesy of Ford España S.A.U., Almussafes Plant) in (a), and

QEyeTunnel system (courtesy of Mercedes-Benz España S.A.U., Vitoria Plant) in (b).

3.3. Lucas and Kanade optical flow estimation

Let i(x) ∈ RX be the acquired image at an instant of time t, in which X represents

the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rl with l = 1, 2, or 3 together with the discrete

topology, although other topologies such as von Neuman or the odd-even product are

also commonly used in computer vision [23]. So, in this paper, X = Zm × Zn =

{x := (x, y)T ∈ Z2 : 0 ≤ x ≤ m− 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ n− 1}, m and n being the number of

columns and rows of the image. In addition, let ix := ∂i(x)
∂x , iy := ∂i(x)

∂y and it := ∂i(x)
∂t

denote the partial derivatives.

Optical flow is the apparent 2D motion in an image sequence, a R3 → R2 flow-

field in where u := (u, v)T is called the optic flow. An important assumption is the

brightness constancy constraint or optical flow constraint equation, [24]:

it+u·ix+v ·iy =0 (1)

The work presented by Lucas and Kanade in [25] is possibly one of the most studied

approaches solving the optical flow constraint. The LK-algorithm consists of minimiz-

ing the following error:

ELK =
1

2

∫ ∫ ∫
Ω

(it + uT ·∇·i)2 · dx (2)
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yielding to the following result:

uLK =(G2D)−1 ·b (3)

where G2D =

∫ ∫Ω i2x ·dx + c
∫ ∫

Ω
ix ·iy ·dx∫ ∫

Ω
ix ·iy ·dx

∫ ∫
Ω
i2y ·dx + c

 :=

m200 m110

m110 m020

,

b =

∫ ∫Ω ix ·it ·dx∫ ∫
Ω
ix ·iy ·dx

 :=

m101

m110

, and c is the tunable Tikhonov constant to the

m200 and m020 moments (further details in [26]).

The image flow is then obtained by developing Eq. 3, yielding to the following

expression:

uLK =

[
m011·m110−(m020+c)·m101

−m2
110+(m020+c)·(m200+c)

, −(m011·m200−m101·m110)
−m2

110+(m020+c)·(m200+c)

]T
(4)

4. Proposed Approach

Fusion image techniques and deflectometry principle have been used before in the

automotive industry to detect small defects (between ⌀0.2mm and ⌀1mm) on specular

surfaces, which are mostly produced by dirt on the surface when the car body is being

painted2. The majority of them rely on processing the image intensity maps [10, 14,

12, 6], since small defects tend to make the surface less specular or non-specular at

all. The main problem is that defects cataloged as dings and dents are not detected by

these approaches because the painting surface remains almost as specular as the rest of

the non-defected surface (e.g., think in drops of paint). One example of this is given in

Fig. 5, which shows the result of the DIP system algorithm [10] when a dent is present.

Note that the defect can be hardly seen in Fig. 5(b).

In this paper, and contrary to current approaches, we propose to look at the velocity

variations that a light pattern sweeping the surface suffers when an anomaly is present.

Fig. 3(b) shows the effect of this variation and in the following we describe how to

make use of this phenomenon to enhance dings and dents and detect them (see the

result of our approach in Fig. 5(c)).

2For more details, visit https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HroEU8XsaTU.
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(a) Raw image. (b) Result using DIP [10]. (c) Result of our approach.

Figure 5: Example of a dent on the surface.

Figure 6: Reflectance model [27]. When light is incident to a surface, the light is reflected as a diffuse lobe,

specular lobe and a specular spike, their shape and size dependent on the surface properties.

Let fm ∈ RX and fa ∈ RX be the resulting fusion images related to the magnitude

and the angle of the optic flow, respectively. Therefore, our algorithm can be divided

into two main steps based on the execution of the same:

• Pre-processing step, where the combination of N images acquired during the

scanning stage is performed, obtaining as a result the fusion image/s:

f =f(uLK,k(ik, ik−1), pk(ωi)) (5)

where P = {pk(ωi), k = 1, ..., N − 1} is the set of patterns reflected on the

surface, pk represents the intensity of the pattern at the location indicated by the

incident ray ωi (see Fig. 6), and k=1,..., N−1.

• Post-processing step, where from the resulting fusion image/s, a discrimination
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of the part of the image that is background and the part that is defect is performed

by a treatment based on the local trend of each pixel followed by a threshold that

makes it possible to distinguish between defect and noise. This treatment allows

us to detect dings and dents in flat areas or with sudden changes in the surface

such as style lines. As far as the authors are aware, this is the first work that

proposes a solution which is able to detect dings and dents in such areas and that

fulfills cycle time production line requirements.

It should be remarked that the pre-processing step must be carried out in real-time

while the light pattern is sweeping over the body surface, ensuring that no frame is

missed, which would produce a poor result. The post-processing, on the other hand,

starts once the fusion image is ready, allowing us to perform other tasks simultaneously

as long as the cycle time requirements are met.

In the following, we detail all the steps of the solution proposed in this paper,

putting special emphasis on those aspects which differentiate it from other solutions.

4.1. Pre-processing step

Our image fusion proposal is based on two premises: first, to lose the minimum

information possible in each of the merges; second, to meet the cycle time production

line requirements. Let uLK,k := (uLK,k, vLK,k)T denote the computed optic flow. Let

mk ∈ RX be the computed optic flow magnitude at instant k as:

mk =
√
u2
LK,k + v2

LK,k (6)

Similarly, let ak ∈ RX be the computed optic flow angle at instant k, taking the

following expression:

ak =arctan(
vw,k

uw,k
) (7)

Therefore, the fused magnitude image fm ∈ RX is obtained using the computed

optic flow magnitude as:

fm(i, j)={m1(i, j) ∨m2(i, j) ∨ ... ∨mN−1(i, j)} (8)
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in where ∨ represents the maximum operator between two values and (i, j) denoting

the evaluated pixel of fm and mk.

At the same time, the fused angle image fa ∈ RX is computed using both optic

flow angle and optic flow magnitude as:

fa(i, j)=


ak(i, j) if mk(i, j)> fm(i, j)

fa(i, j) otherwise
(9)

∀k={1, 2, ..., N−1}. Note that our proposal assumes that a big variation of the optic

flow magnitude, due to a sudden change of the shape, is directly related with a big

variation of the optic flow angle. Hence, the proposed Eqs. 8 and 9 will highlight all

deformations existing on the surface.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of the presented approach in three consecutive in-

stants: the first row, Figs. 7(a) to 7(c), shows the input images of the algorithm, which

are the projection of the moving patterns on the surface; the second row, Figs. 7(d)

to 7(f), shows how the fusion image of the optical flow magnitude fm is formed; the

third row, Figs. 7(g) to 7(i), shows how the fusion image of the optical flow angle fa

is formed3. It is remarkable that as the light sweeps the surface, our fusion technique

enhance all changes in the same, making it clearer that a defect is present. Whilst

our fusion strategy enhance defects, it also enhances areas which are not defects, such

as corners or style lines. The post-processing step in our method provides a feasible

solution to this problem, allowing the inspection and detection in areas with style lines.

4.2. Case Study: Non-deflectometry vs Deflectometry Techniques

In this section the benefits of using our proposed image fusion law for enhancing

the anomalies on specular surfaces compared with other methods are shown. For the

sake of readability, the following nomenclature is used: IWD, solution without using

the deflectometry principle; KPLD, solution using the approach in the DIP system; and

3To see the complete sequence and more examples, visit https://media.upv.es/player/?id=

41c63310-5ed6-11e7-9b6d-8d718586122a.
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(a) Frame 98. (b) Frame 99. (c) Frame 100.

(d) Magnitude fused (frame

98).

(e) Magnitude fused (frame

99).

(f) Magnitude fused (frame

100).

(g) Angle fused (frame 98). (h) Angle fused (frame 99). (i) Angle fused (frame 100).

Figure 7: Pre-processing step algorithm performance.

OFD, solution using our approach4.

Fig. 8 shows the performance obtained by IWD (8(a), 8(b) and 8(c)), KPLD (8(d),

8(e) and 8(f)) and our OFD (8(g), 8(h) and 8(i)) when facing small dents. Note as

without the use of deflectometry techniques, this kind of defects cannot be detected.

With respect to the KPLD solution, note as the dent is masked by the image noise.

4Some industrial solutions claim to be able to detect also dings and dents, such as in [21, 28, 12]. How-

ever, there is no detailed information about the particular methodology/algorithm used, nor about their lim-

itations (i.e. defect size, inspection coverage, etc.). If main details of such methods/algorithms, as well as

setups and limitations are public in the future, it would be interesting to carry out some comparative studies,

as an extension of the results presented in this paper.
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(a) Row image. (b) Row image (3D view 1 of

red zone).

(c) Row image (3D view 2 of

red zone).

(d) KPLD. (e) KPLD (3D view 1 of red

zone).

(f) KPLD (3D view 2 of red

zone).

(g) OFD. (h) OFD (3D view 1 of red

zone).

(i) OFD (3D view 2 of red

zone).

Figure 8: Performance of the studied approaches when facing small dents.

Contrary to this, our OFD enhance the present dent, making possible its detection.

In addition, Fig 9 shows the performance of KPLD and our OFD methods when

facing a big ding. Even that in both approaches the defect could be identified, note that,

in the case of KPLD the defect is barely distinguished from other parts of the image

(see 9(a),9(b) and 9(c)), whilst OFD provides a much better solution where defect is

highly enhanced and, as consequence, easier to be detected (see 9(d), 9(e) and 9(f))5.

5To see more examples, visit https://media.upv.es/player/?id=

fdc760c0-5e31-11e7-9b6d-8d718586122a.
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(a) KPLD. (b) KPLD (3D view 1 of red

zone).

(c) KPLD (3D view 2 of red

zone).

(d) OFD. (e) OFD (3D view 1 of red

zone).

(f) OFD (3D view 2 of red

zone).

Figure 9: Performance of the studied approaches when facing big surface deformations.

4.3. Post-processing step

Unlike the majority of methods of defect detection that we can find in the literature

[29, 30], which are based on obtaining a background of the analyzed surface off-line

and then comparing it with the result of each scan, we propose a method that obtains

the corresponding image background online, which is then used by the proposed defect

detection algorithm, and meets the cycle time required by the production line. As far as

we are aware, this is the first work detailing a method able to deal with smooth changes

of the surface such as style lines, for dings and dents detection on specular surfaces.

Until the present day, such parts were excluded/hidden, reducing the detection area

considerably. Note that for doing this, a perfect calibration of the vision system must be

performed in addition to a 2D or 3D matching of the surface seen by each camera. This

usually requires the use of well-known patterns that are not always found in sufficient

numbers in order to achieve a correct match. In addition, such techniques significantly

increase the computation time of the algorithms [31].

Therefore, our approach for detecting defects is based on the sudden changes of
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direction that these defects produce in the light pattern projected on the surface. Hence,

only the information contained in fa is used. Instead of working directly with angles,

to avoid some computational issues we split fa in the following two matrices:

gx(i, j)=cos(fa(i, j))

gy(i, j)=sin(fa(i, j))
(10)

where gx ∈ RX represents the contribution of the optical flow in the x-direction, gy ∈

RX its contribution in the y-direction, and (i, j) denoting the evaluated pixel. For the

sake of readability, since the same method is applied to both gx and gy matrices, from

now until further notice let gl ∈ RX represent any of these matrices, with l = {x, y}.

Note that, the basis of the our image background subtraction method is based on

obtaining the correct directions (trend) of each pixel. These directions are obtained

from the estimated pixel flow. In order to avoid bad pixel directions produced by noise

or bad computations and to get correct directions, we propose smoothing them in ac-

cordance with the trend of their neighborhood. So first a linear filter, such as a box

filter, is applied. Let d ∈ RX be the resulting smoothed directions of gl:

dl := gl Γ N (11)

where Γ : RX|N → R denotes the averaging function

Γ(gl|N(y)) = 1
card(N(y))

∑
x∈N(y) gl, and N(y) ⊂ Z2 a predefined neighborhood

of y ∈ Z2.

Therefore, the image background is obtained as follows. Let h be a subset of dl

with radius R. For the sake of formulation simplicity, let c = (i, j) be the reference

pixel and p = (−R <= i <= R,−R <= j <= R) as the evaluated pixel. Let hc

be the center of the subset, and v := dc its vector director. For every pixel hp of the

subset, we compute the vector zp = hp −hc, taking the center cell of the subset as the

reference cell (see Fig. 10). Hence, its projection over the direction given by hc is:

dp = |v × zp| (12)

With this, we define a weighting value for each pixel of the subset in the form:

wp = (0 ∨ (R− dp))3 (13)
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Figure 10: Proposed local directional-based blurring method.

Note that, with this weighting, pixels of the subset whose directions are close to

the direction of hc (small dp) have greater weight, while pixels whose directions are

not related to the direction of hc (large dp) have less weight. Also note that, for pixels

where (R− dp) < 0, wp = 0, there is no blurring6.

Hence, the background image is given by:

sl =

∑
(wp · dl,p)∑

wp
(14)

Hence, once the background image is obtained, the next step is to differentiate

defects from noise. Let denote sx ∈ RX as the image background of gx and sy ∈ RX

the image background of gy . In addition, let t ∈ {−1, 1}X be the resulting matrix

computed as follows:

t(i, j) =
gx(i, j)·sx(i, j) + gy(i, j)·sy(i, j)∥∥gx(i, j),gy(i, j))T

∥∥
2
·
∥∥(sx(i, j), sy(i, j))T

∥∥
2

(15)

where
∥∥(x, y)T

∥∥
2

=
√
x2 + y2 is the Euclidean norm. Note as the result shown in

Eq. 15 will highlight the differences that gx and gy have with sx and sy , respectively.

6Other possibility is to use the well-known Gaussian weighting function [32]. Studies of image simi-

larity indicated that there was no significant difference between both solutions (i.e., the structural similarity

index SSIM=0.984). However, the use of the Gaussian weighting function increased almost 1.7 times the

computational cost of the proposed algorithm.
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In our particular case, the normalization term
∥∥gx(i, j),gy(i, j))T

∥∥
2

:= 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ X

since the vector (gy(i, j),gy(i, j))T is unitary ∀(i, j) ∈ X (see Eq. 10).

The last step of the algorithm consists of performing a global thresholding of the

resulting image t, providing thus the result of the detection. Hence, let r ∈ {0, 1}X be

the image obtained after the commented operation:

r=χ(t) (16)

where χ =


1 if t < th

0 if t ≥ th
and th the tunable threshold value. The method for obtain-

ing threshold values automatically is beyond the scope of this paper.

Finally, a masking layer is applied to all those areas seen by the camera that either

do not belong to the surface of the body (e.g. mechanical or production line structures),

or parts in which detection is not desirable (e.g., interior of the window frame or holes

in the surface). The method for generating image masks, which is very specific to the

body shape and system structure, is beyond the scope of this paper. Let n ∈ {0, 1}X

be the correspondent mask image. Thus, the result rn ∈ {0, 1}X is:

rn := r & n (17)

where the operator & represents the binary “AND” image operation.

4.4. Case Study: Mean Filter vs Local Directional-based Blurring

In this section the benefits of using our local directional-based blurring method as

image background subtraction are shown. Note that our approach is based on blurring

the original image according to the pixel trend. Other possible and easiest method

is using a filter in order to blur the image, such as the mean filter. In this particular

case, the method replaces each pixel value in an image with the average value of its

neighbors, including itself.

Let fa be the fusion image shown in Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) shows the 3D rep-

resentation of the area framed in red. Note in the figure how the style line is clearly

identified.
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(a) Fusion image fa. (b) 3D representation of the zone highlighted in fa.

(c) Background solution given by the mean filter

(box size 10).

(d) Background solution given by the local

directional-based blurring method (box size 10).

Figure 11: Case study: comparison of the solution given by the mean filter and the local directional-based

blurring methods.

Using a mean filter with a box of size 10 pixels, the background takes the form

shown in Fig. Fig. 11(c). Note that the image noise has been reduced but the style line

remains, although differs considerably to the original in Fig. 11(b).

Likewise, using the method detailed from Eq. 11 to 14 with a box of size 10 pixel,

the background takes the form shown in Fig. 11(d). Note how the image noise has

been reduced as when using the mean filter, but the style line remains almost the same

like the original in Fig. 11(b), which is one of the biggest advantages put forward in

our approach.

Thus, when we use Eq. 15 using the background obtained with the mean filter the

result is the one shown in Fig. 12(a), whilst using the proposed local directional-based

blurring method the result is the one shown in Fig. 12(b). Both images shows in plane

areas almost the same result but in areas with style lines, these are present when using

the mean filter approach and are almost disappeared when using the local directional-

based blurring method.
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(a) Background computed using a mean fil-

ter with box size 10.

(b) Background computed using the local

directional-based blurring method (box size

10).

Figure 12: Resulting image t: a) using the mean filter; b) using the local directional-based blurring method.

5. Experimental Evaluation and Results

As seen in Sec. 4, the defect detection algorithm proposed in this paper consists

of two phases: a pre-processing step, in which a light scan of the body to be analyzed

is required using light patterns (e.g., straight lines, chess board pattern, etc.), and a

post-processing step, which uses as input the fusion image resulting from the scan per-

formed in the previous phase. For the first phase, it is necessary to use some hardware

that projects light patterns and performs this scanning process. Although a laboratory

setup could have been used for validation, we have taken results from the QEyeTunnel

industrial system recently developed in Mercedes-Benz’ factory in Vitoria, Spain (Fig.

13). Following is a brief description of this system avoiding all industrial aspects and

those related to the integration of the system. We have also omitted other aspects such

as camera positions, intrinsic parameters, light patterns, etc., which are not deemed

important in this paper.

5.1. QEyeTunnel: an Automated Vision-based Quality Control Inspection System

In general terms, this inspection system consists of two parts: an external fixed

structure where a determined number of cameras are optimally placed in order to see

the entire surface of the body to be analyzed, as well as a moving internal structure

similar to a scanning machine which houses curved screens known as ’sectors’ which
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Figure 13: QEye-Tunnel: an Automated inspection system for surface body-car quality control based on

artificial vision.

act as the light sources that project the illumination patterns over the body surface,

as can be seen in Fig. 13. The number of cameras as well as the number and size

of sectors depend on the car bodies to be analyzed by the system. In particular, the

QEyeTunnel inspection system employed at Mercedes-Benz in Vitoria comprises 23

monochrome cameras of 5MP working at 15fps, and two sectors set 3 meters apart,

with a resolution of 192 × 1344 each and a total route displacement of 2m moving at

0.267m/s of speed. With this setup, the scanning stage takes around 11s from start to

finish.

Fig. 14 shows the elements of the hardware architecture as well as the communi-

cation relationships in the QEyeTunnel system. The main features are:

• System Low-level Controller (PLC): This controls the mechanical movement of

the sectors and also monitors all production line stages, system security as well as

visual and sound alarms. The PLC is connected using the PROFISAFE commu-

nication protocol, and to the PC PROC using the TCP-IP protocol, through the

use of a PROFISAFE-ETHERNET converter. The characteristics of each body

as well as its position during the inspection process is indicated by this PLC to

the PC PROC. The PLC waits for the starting signal from the PC PROC before

sending back the ending signal when the scanning stage has finished.
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Figure 14: Hardware architecture and communication relationships of the QEyeTunnel system.

• Vision Industrial System (PC PROC): This is the element that controls the pro-

gram flow. It is an industrial vision system from Matrox R© named Supersight

Solo, which is an entry-level configurable single-node high-performance com-

puting (HPC) platform supporting two multi-core Intel R© Xeon processors, third-

party GPUs and Matrox R© FPGA boards for demanding industrial imaging ap-

plications. It is equipped with 6 GigE Card PCIe AdLink R© GIE64+ with Power

over Ethernet technology (PoE), and 4 ports for supporting 24 cameras. More-

over, it is equipped with 2 Gigabyte R© GeForce GTX 1080 8GB GDDR5X Dual

Link DVI-D HDMI 3X DisplayPort PCI-E graphic cards, which were used for

the implementation of our proposal and also to run the program which generates

the patterns to be projected. This system communicates with the PLC and the

BLUE PC using the TCP-IP communication protocol.

• System High-level Controller (BLUE PC): This is responsible for providing the

inspection results to the production line workers, as well as acting as an interface
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between line workers and the PC PROC on maintenance issues. It is an industrial

PC-based system which communicates with the various Worker Displays, MB

Servers and PC PROC systems using the TPC-IP communication protocol.

• Worker displays: Several screens controlled by small PCs are situated through-

out the production line to display the results of the inspection. Workers use the

information to locate the defects and act accordingly (fixing them when possible

or marking them for later repair). Substituting such screens with light-weight

augmented reality glasses is currently being considered, which would improve

worker comfort and facilitate the identification and repair processes.

• MB Servers: The results of each inspection as well as the system backups are

saved on these servers. Communication with the BLUE PC is through TCP-IP

but using a FORTINET protocol. Apart from serving as a data security system,

it is also used to perform big-data analysis in order to identify problems in the

painting process, which will ultimately result in significant money savings and

an increase in the quality of the final product.

Fig. 15 shows the inspection program flow as each car body enters the system.

When a new body is ready to be introduced into the inspection system, the production

line control systems inform the PLC accordingly and also provide all necessary body-

related data (e.g. model, color, etc.). Only the necessary data is transmitted by the PLC

to the PC PROC which, while the body is being positioned correctly for inspection,

loads all initialization parameters, such as thresholds, masks, light pattern, etc. Once

the car body is in the inspection position (signal transmitted by the PLC to the PC

PROC), the PC PROC gives scanning permission to the PLC and activates the cameras.

The 23 cameras then begin to send images at 15fps to the PC PROC and both sectors

begin the scanning movement as instructed by the PLC. The PC PROC computes the

previously mentioned pre-processing step and at the same time waits for the PLC to

send the scanning ending signal. With the end of the scanning, the PLC warns the PC

PROC and the latter stops the acquisition of images and proceeds to perform the post-

processing step for all cameras. Meanwhile, the PLC allows the car body to leave the
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Figure 15: Inspection system program flow.

inspection system and, when a new body is ready, repeats the process. When the results

of the inspection are obtained, the PC PROC sends them to the BLUE PC, which in

turn sends them to the different display monitors so that workers can locate identified

defects on the car body and see to their repair.

5.2. Algorithm performance

As mentioned in previous sections, this entire procedure, including the time re-

quired to place the car body in the inspection position and to return it to the production

line, must not exceed the cycle time requirements of the production line. This time, in

the case of passenger automobiles, is around 30s. Taking into account that the scan-

ning process takes about 11s and that the positioning of the vehicle and its return to the

production line takes about 8s, this usually leaves approximately 10s in which to carry

out the entire detection process.

In view of the large amount of data to be processed and the short time to carry out

this processing, we make use of GPU-accelerated computing [33], which refers to the

use of graphics processing unit GPU together with a CPU to accelerate applications.
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Figure 16: Computational cost comparison between the proposed algorithm implemented in CPU4 and in

GPU5. Performance given 10 iterations in each thread.

GPU-accelerated computing offloads compute-intensive portions of the application to

the GPU, while the remainder of the code still runs on the CPU. GPU-accelerated

computing together with the enormous power of current GPUs (in terms of comput-

ing power, energy consumption and heat dissipation) play a huge role in accelerating

applications ranging from artificial intelligence to image processing, and robots.

In light of the previously mentioned, Fig. 16 shows the results of the computa-

tional cost comparison of the algorithm proposed in this paper optimally programmed

in CPU- and GPU-based architectures, and using the previously mentioned Supersight

Solo industrial vision system and the 23 cameras used by Mercedes-Benz’ QEyeTun-

nel inspection system in Vitoria, Spain. It should be mentioned that in this analysis, we

have excluded all computational costs and times required by the communication be-

tween the PLC and PC PROC, as well as the time needed to send the inspection results

to the BLUE PC.

4The tests were performed using 2 Intel R© Xeon R© E5645 48GB DDR3-1066 processors. For more

information about the main characteristics of the CPU, visit http://www.matrox.com/imaging/

media/pdf/products/supersight/supersight_e2.pdf
5The tests were performed using 2 Nvidia R© GeForce GTX 1080 (GP104-400) GPUs with 8GB

GDDR5X of VRAM capacity. For more information about the main characteristics of the GPU, visit

http://www.nvidia.es/graphics-cards/geforce/pascal/gtx-1080/
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Thus, Fig. 16(a) shows the pre-processing step performance. First, CPUs are un-

able to handle and correctly perform the online processing required by the 23 cameras,

and are not even able to support 1 camera (362.021 ms/frame). This is not only due to a

computational power problem but rather to a RAM bus access problem. When this hap-

pens, the whole system freezes, resulting in a loss of frames, which is of course totally

unacceptable. On the other hand, it is appreciated that the GPUs are able to support all

cameras without problems, with the maximum time needed to run our algorithm being

55ms per frame.

With regard to the post-processing step, Fig. 16(b) shows the results obtained by

both implementations, with 67s needed for the CPU implementation and less than 1s

for the GPUs when dealing with 23 cameras. Again, using the CPU implementation

it is not possible to accomplish the cycle time restriction of the production line, whilst

in the case of the GPUs implementation it is possible to add additional detection algo-

rithms or other kinds of computation such as the communications mentioned previously

between the PLC and BLUE PC.

A simple way to understand the difference between the resulting CPU and a GPU

performances in Fig. 16 is to compare how they process tasks. A CPU consists of a

few cores optimized for sequential serial processing while a GPU has a massively par-

allel architecture consisting of thousands of smaller, more efficient cores designed for

handling multiple tasks simultaneously. With respect to the memory access, CPUs ar-

chitectures are designed to do huge amounts of computations and thus reduce the num-

ber of RAM accesses (with a bandwidth of around 15GB/s) to speed up the processing.

On the other hand, GPUs architectures are designed to carry out few computations and

lots of memory accesses (in this case VRAM with a bandwidth of around 300GB/s) in

order to speed up parallel tasks. Image processing requires relative few computations

and lots of memory accesses, which explains the improvement shown in the figure.

This study shows that the use of the GPUs not only allows our approach to be im-

plemented in a system with so many cameras working in parallel but also allows the ad-

dition of more algorithms to detect other types of defects not identified by the algorithm

proposed in this paper, possibly large dings and dents. That is why Mercedes-Benz’

QEyeTunnel inspection system in Vitoria uses GPUs as the platform for processing
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Figure 17: Set of detection examples showing different views and the detection of defects on different car

bodies.

artificial vision algorithms and all results referred to here were obtained using imple-

mentation on these GPUs.

5.3. Defect Detection Analysis and Results

To demonstrate the performance of the defect detection algorithm presented in this

paper, a selection of results obtained on the production line with different parts and car

bodies is shown in Fig. 17. In some of these, detections are observed close to style

lines, as in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b). In addition, it is possible to see detections carried out

in parts where there is little surface area for detection such as the side door, Fig. 17(b).

Note that if style lines have to be masked, giving in addition a margin of safety, as one

can see, the area would be considerably reduced.

An interesting aspect to be analyzed is how external aspects such as the sectors

and movement of illumination patterns, as well as varying car body positions while

stationary in the inspection position, affect the proposed detection algorithm. For this,

a car body with commonly found defects on the entire surface is used and two kinds of
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(a) Results of the repeatability test.
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Figure 18: Results of the repeatability and reproducibility test

experiments are carried out:

1) The car body is placed in the inspection position and a total of 15 inspections are

carried out without changing its position. The information obtained from this

analysis will determine the variability in the detection taking into account only

the variability of the movement of the light pattern and its reflection on the body.

This analysis is known as a repeatability test.

2) The car body is introduced into the system and positioned in the inspection po-

sition. Once the inspection is completed, the car body comes out and the cycle

is repeated 15 times. This will determine the effect on our proposal of the vari-

ability caused by the position of the car body, as well as other factors such as

the movement of the same on the production line which can cause movement of

some parts (i.e. side doors, rear doors or back door). This analysis is known as a

reproducibility test.

Thus, Fig. 18(a) shows the results obtained in the first test, the repeatability test.

It is observed that the detection has a variability of around 3.33%, which in terms of

repeatability means we are at around 96.66%, a very satisfactory result in terms of

industrial vision systems, thus corroborating the robustness of our proposal.

With regard to the reproducibility test, Fig. 18(b) shows the results obtained. These

indicate that our proposal continues to have a variability of around 4%, which in terms
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of reproducibility means we achieve around 96%, corroborating again the robustness

of the proposal.

It should be noted that this study has indicated that most false positives (around

10%, as shown in the figures) are produced by the masks used to hide non desirable

detected areas, such as holes, door windows, etc.

Finally, to give an indication of its detection capabilities, our algorithm is cur-

rently capable of detecting the following types of defects: dings, dents, runs, sanding

scratches, moisture blisters of various types.

6. Discussion

A result to be discussed is the image fusion proposal shown in Eqs. 8 and 9, which

uses the maximum operator. Although it has proved to be a good and feasible solution

to the problem of detecting dings and dents, as it is shown along the paper and also

with the algorithm working in a factory, nowadays we are only using the information

regarding to the frame in which for a particular pixel the magnitude has been maximum,

losing the information given by the rest of frames. Given that we think some of the

information can be lost because of this, currently we are considering other merging

options to lose as minimum information as possible during the fusion process and,

hence, increase the detection capability of the presented algorithm.

Other aspect we like to discuss here is that the proposed post-processing step al-

gorithm only uses the information of the fused angle image, fa, leaving unused the

information of the magnitude fused image, fm. The main reason is the noise contained

in fm, mostly produced by the orange peel of the surface, which is generated during the

painting process. This level of orange peel is allowed by the manufacturer and it must

not be detected. Fig. 19 shows an example of the magnitude and angle fusion images,

Figs. 19(a) and 19(b) respectively. The reduction of the noise accomplishing the cycle

time restriction is one of the other aspects in which we are currently working.

As regards the threshold values in Eq. 16, they are currently set manually following

the next process: given a wide set of fusion images from different car bodies, regardless

of the color, th is set so that false positives are minimized and true positives are max-
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(a) Magnitude fusion image, fm. (b) Angle fusion image, fa.

Figure 19: Noise effect.

imized. The optimal "th" is taken as the best for all the samples of the data-set. Since

the knowledge of what is a true positive and what is a false negative is unknown a pri-

ory, a first adjust is carried out, which depends on the subjectivity and knowledge of the

person in charge of the setting-up. A second adjustment is performed at the same time

the system is in production, using the feedback from check-men. Due to each camera

has a different threshold value, this method is repeated for each camera of the system.

Given that this manual process is very time consuming in terms of human resources,

nowadays we are working in a method for computing threshold values automatically.

Finally, it is worthy to discussed about the managerial implications of the proposed

detection method. Although the method described in this work is generic, it is de-

pendent of a mechanical system with cameras and light projectors. Hence, structural

changes in current assembly plants would be needed in order to incorporate automatic

inspection systems such as [14, 12, 21, 3].

Another implication is the modification of current working methodologies. As

commented before, in most of the assembly plants the experts inspect the entire body

surface, manually marking the defects for later repair. This methodology could be
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change as follows:

• Results of the automatic inspection would be provided to the experts so that the

latter would determine whether the defect would be repaired or not. With this

proposal, the experts would avoid inspecting the entire body but still had the final

decision. This could be carried out through screens located on the board [14, 21]

or tablets managed by the experts.

• Results of the automatic inspection would be provided to the experts who would

proceed to their repair. Manual marking for locating the defects before being re-

pair could be done, such as in [14, 21], or automatic marking using, for instance,

augmented reality.

• Results of the inspection would be provided to robotic systems that would pro-

ceed to their repair.

Lastly, “big-data analysis” techniques could be utilized to detect problems and mal-

functions in previous stages since the result of each inspection could be easily storage.

To be able to do this, it could be developed information storage and software tools that

would imply to adapt or modify the existing information management of the assembly

plant.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, a new vision algorithm based on deflectometry techniques for detect-

ing dings and dents on specular surfaces in general, and car body surfaces in particular,

has been presented. Our approach is based on the information obtained by reflecting a

light pattern on the specular surface to detect structural deformations thereon.

The algorithm relies on two steps: a pre-processing step, performed during the

scanning process, and a post-processing step, where, using the information from the

pre-processing step, defects are detected.

With regard to the pre-processing step, we have detailed a new image fusion al-

gorithm based on optical flow method that allows us to enhance the light variations
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produced by sudden changes of the light while sweeping the surface when deforma-

tions appear, which indicates the presence of defects, style lines, edges, concavities,

etc., and facilitating thus the defect detection in the later phase of the presented al-

gorithm. As result, two fusion images containing different information are obtained:

magnitude fused image and the angle fused image. In this work, only the angle fused

image has been used.

As regards the post-processing step, a novel image processing is presented, which

allows defect detection not only in flat surfaces but in those with sudden changes such

as style lines, provided that the area is well lit. As far as we are aware, this is the

first work dealing with this problem. Our approach uses a background subtraction

technique based on a local directional-based blurring method through which low-level

information in the angle fused image, showing large surface deformations such as style

lines, is differentiated from high-level information, in which defects are found. Once

the background is extracted, the dot product between the fused angle and background

images has been used to highlight the discrepancies between both (defects). Finally, a

global threshold is set in order to distinguish defects from noise. We have seen a typical

example of a defect on a style line, and explained step by step the solutions given by

the presented algorithm.

In addition, the paper shows and analyzes the results of the proposed detection al-

gorithm implemented in the industrial QEyeTunnel inspection system developed at the

Mercedes-Benz factory in Vitoria, Spain. First, the study of the algorithm’s compu-

tational cost has shown that, in order to meet cycle time constraints of the production

line, our algorithm needed to be implemented using a platform of GPUs, with a max-

imum processing time of 55ms per frame in the pre-processing step and of less than

1s in total in the post-processing step using 23 cameras working in parallel. Subse-

quently, several examples of defects located in or close to style lines, edges or corners

have been shown, thus demonstrating the detection power of our algorithm. Finally,

an analysis of the robustness of the proposed algorithm has also been carried out. The

results have shown that the system has a variability of less than 4%, reporting an 11%

of false positives.
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